Factsheet – Appzillon Corporate Mobile Banking for Fusion Corporate Channel

Review and approve transactions,
anytime, anywhere
Appzillon’s Corporate Mobile Banking app makes it possible for timepressed corporate treasurers and heads of finance to view and manage
transactions securely via mobile devices.

“From their mobile devices,
finance professionals can
login, view, filter, approve
and update the task lists
of financial transactions
across areas including cash
and trade.

”

The Challenge
The world of work has changed forever. Increasingly
working remotely or on the move, finance professionals
don’t always have direct access to the systems and
the teams they need to get things done efficiently.
Yet corporations cannot function if essential
management decisions and approvals that keep the
business running smoothly cannot be made efficiently.
At the same time, rapid digitization has raised all
stakeholders’ expectations of the pace and speed
of commerce. The challenge for corporates is to
empower staff to execute critical decisions 24/7,
wherever they are.
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Key features
A
 pprove urgent transactions quickly
on Android or iOS devices
C
 heck account balances in real time,
view transactions and other account
details
U
 se two-factor authentication to
manage risk and check account
balances
S
 earch transactions with
powerful filters
C
 reate personalized settings and
information for branch networks
and contact center details

How it works
Appzillon Corporate Mobile Banking supports
a wide range of digital banking operations
across SME and corporate banking. From their
smartphone, finance professionals can login,
view, filter, approve and update task lists of
financial transactions across areas including
cash and trade. Users can add remarks whilst
taking action, and either approve the task or
return it to the initiator or previous approver.
One Time Password (OTP) is included as second
factor authorization to ensure security for
task approval.
Navigating and using Appzillon Corporate Mobile
Banking is easy and intuitive. Customers have
great visibility into accounts, with the ability to
search using a range of filters to create views
of summaries, drill down into account details
and retrieve historical statements. Dashboard
views give quarterly and half-yearly overviews of
existing accounts.

The solution is easy to personalize, enabling
customers to maximize their efficiency.
As a platform solution with micro app
architecture, Appzillon Corporate Mobile Banking
is extremely flexible, making it easy for customers
to add or modify features. And with single source
code for multiple operating systems together with
a comprehensive portfolio of widgets and charts,
it can support a wide range of user experiences
and digital channels. Built-in controls ensure
robust security.
Appzillon Corporate Mobile Banking, preintegrated with Finastra’s FusionFabric.cloud,
seamlessly interacting with Fusion Corporate
Channel solution can be implemented in three
to four weeks, for rapid launch. Its platform
architecture ensures customers can stay
ahead of the latest technology advances
and integrations.
Approval screen and One Time Payment authorization
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